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E.L.Pace's style flirts with country, pop, and euro, her voice carries the depth of Faith Hill and the musical

scope of Enya, and she gently touches the heart...where tiny voices sing with her, evoking fun, emotional

creativity, diversity, and sensitivity 13 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, COUNTRY:

Country Pop Details: SECRET ANADARKO, ONE OF DISNEY'S/FAMILY FUN'S TOP BEST GIFTS FOR

KIDS!! GREAT INSTRUMENTALS, KIDS SING CATCHY NEW SONGS, by ELPACE, "DREAM

ANADARKO" a COMPANION CD, ALSO REVIEWED AS A LEADING FUN NEW SOUND THAT MAKES

KIDS LISTEN! This fantastic CD was the result of tons of fun with kids from the ages of four to twelve.

Along with EL, they walked through the fields of this wondrous farm, rode the horses, worked in the stalls,

and helped round up the rescue horses to create the inspiration for this award winning "Secret Anadarko".

There was so much spirit and humor put into this it shows immediately, in the very first song, "Place I

Want to Go". Each song specifically deals with the imagination and wonder of being a kid, and places that

into the scenery of the farm in Virginia where its all happening, where the music comes from. It's upbeat,

its real, its about animals, and its about totally letting your imagination go. First in the series of CD"s by

E.L.Pace, for children ages one to ninety-two. Photographer E.L. puts all this musical fun with the kids

and horses to produce KIDS GIFTS, available on cafepress.com/tinharefarm WEAR the shirt,PLAY THE

SONGS! We know you'll LOVE feature item; BABY GOT BUCK t-shirts and sweatshirts, YUP, its one of

the horses just being a BRONCO! As written in her fantasy/fiction novel, "The Whittler"...In between time

and light space there is a healing place...E.L.Pace
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